1. Introduction {#sec1-jcm-09-00460}
===============

In clinical practice, a variety of different energies have been used for thermal ablation of tissues, including radiofrequency currents, microwaves, laser, thermal conductor sources, and ultrasound. Ultrasound provides several important benefits, such as enabling deeper tissue treatment, improved focus on the target tissue through its small wavelengths, and precise control over the shape and location of energy deposition \[[@B1-jcm-09-00460]\]. Using ultrasound for heating tissues was one of its early clinical applications \[[@B2-jcm-09-00460]\]. It was first recognized when high intensity ultrasound waves used to navigate submarines during World War II, were found to heat up and kill fishes \[[@B3-jcm-09-00460]\]. As early as the 1940s, researchers tried to focus ultrasound waves on body tissues as an alternative to ablative procedures \[[@B4-jcm-09-00460]\].

Over the past two decades, continued advances in imaging, physics, and engineering have enabled precise focusing of ultrasound on deeper targets in the body. High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is one of the more active research areas among non-ionizing ablation methods; such as lasers and microwaves. HIFU treatment is usually guided, assessed, and monitored by either magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or ultrasound imaging \[[@B5-jcm-09-00460]\]. Recently, high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) and magnetic resonance-guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) have proven effective as non-invasive ablation modalities for soft tissues. These methods have now been used to treat thousands of patients globally \[[@B6-jcm-09-00460],[@B7-jcm-09-00460],[@B8-jcm-09-00460]\], with MRgFUS being proposed as an alternative to a wide range of surgical procedures.

The key to HIFU treatment is that the energy delivered is sufficient to increase the tissue temperature to a cytotoxic level very quickly so that the tissue vasculature does not affect the extent of cell killing. Heat coagulation by HIFU is desired for cell reaction with chronic inflammation, and histological signs of fat necrosis in the surrounding normal fatty tissue \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. Large blood vessels seem less vulnerable to HIFU damage compared to tumor tissues. This is likely due to dissipation of the thermal energy from the vessel wall by the blood flow, which results in safe ablation of the tumor. Deadly complications may also develop if any vital blood vessels are damaged during ablation. This is important when surgical resection of a tumor is contraindicated and ultrasound ablation may be dangerous because of close proximity to major blood vessels. \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]

This review aims to provide an introduction to the physical principles of HIFU, including its heating and mechanical (cavitation) effects in the body, along with a brief overview of the current clinical therapeutic aspects of HIFU.

2. Principles behind HIFU {#sec2-jcm-09-00460}
=========================

HIFU beam can pass through overlying skin and tissues without harm, and focus on a localized area with an upper size limit of approximately 3--4 cm in diameter for tumors. [Figure 1](#jcm-09-00460-f001){ref-type="fig"} shows schematic of a HIFU transducer with focused beam on a tumor. HIFU produces a focused ultrasound beam that passes through the overlying skin and tissues to necrose a localized region (tumor), which may lie deep within the tissues. The affected area at the focal point of the beam leads to lesion coagulative necrosis and is shown in red in [Figure 1](#jcm-09-00460-f001){ref-type="fig"}. When the tumor is ablated, a very sharp boundary between dead and live cells are created \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. The boundary width between totally disrupted cells and normal tissue is no more than 50 µm \[[@B10-jcm-09-00460]\].

The basic principles underlying the tissue damage from HIFU are tissue coagulative thermal necrosis due to the absorption of ultrasound energy during tissue transmission (thermal effect) and ultrasound-induced cavitation damage \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. The heat generated by HIFU can result in a rapid rise in temperature in the exposed tissue to more than 60 °C, which leads to immediate and irreversible cell death in most tissues when it lasts longer than 1 s \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. The highly focused ultrasound beam results in very high intensity at the focal point of the beam within a small volume of about 1 mm in diameter and about 10 mm in length \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\], which minimizes potential damage to tissues outside the focal region. Thermal tissue damage due to high temperature exposure is dependent almost linearly on the length of the exposure time and exponentially on the increase in temperature \[[@B11-jcm-09-00460]\].

Another mechanism involved in HIFU ablation is mechanical effect. This mechanical effect, including cavitation, only occurs with high intensity acoustic pulses \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. Cavitation can generate very high pressures and temperatures, high shear stress, and create microstreaming jets of liquid that can cause pitting of the cell wall. If the medium is mostly liquid and can freely move, then liquid movement can lead to the production of microscopic streaming, which can cause cell apoptosis \[[@B12-jcm-09-00460]\]. The nuclei of these apoptotic cells are self-destructed with degradation of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) by endonucleases.

3. Ultrasound Beam Delivery System {#sec3-jcm-09-00460}
==================================

Overall, HIFU equipment consists of two main components. The first is a piezoelectric ultrasound transducer that is used to deliver the therapeutic ultrasound beam. The most popular type of transducer used is a concave focusing transducer with a fixed aperture and focal length ([Figure 2](#jcm-09-00460-f002){ref-type="fig"}a). Other types of transducers include phased array transducers which comprise multiple piston transducers that are arranged on the truncated surface of a spherical bowl ([Figure 2](#jcm-09-00460-f002){ref-type="fig"}b) or a flat transducer/fully populated phased array ([Figure 2](#jcm-09-00460-f002){ref-type="fig"}c) (e.g., Model-JC HIFU system, Chongqing HAIFU™ Company, Chongqing, China).The mechanical movement of the transducer determines the position of the focal point, with electronic steering of the ultrasound beam allowing fine control of the focal spot location.

4. Ultrasound Guidance Modalities {#sec4-jcm-09-00460}
=================================

The second major component of HIFU is the imaging modality used for guidance. Real-time imaging during therapeutic procedure is essential to ensure the safety and efficiency of the treatment. The imaging modalities that have been used for monitoring treatment are sonography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). [Figure 3](#jcm-09-00460-f003){ref-type="fig"}a,b, respectively, show schematics of typical ultrasound- and MRI-guided focused ultrasound (USgFUS and MRgFUS) systems applied to the target through the skin for extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT), and HIFU.

4.1. MRI {#sec4dot1-jcm-09-00460}
--------

MRI with its high anatomical resolution and sensitivity for tumor detection offers accurate planning of the tissue to be targeted and treated. In addition, MR thermometry enables calculation of the thermal dose and a superimposed representation of the anatomical image of the area where the temperature reaches cytotoxic levels. It provides closed-loop control of energy deposition with a temperature accuracy of 1 °C, spatial resolution of 1 mm, and temporal resolution of 1 s during HIFU treatment \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. Within seconds of HIFU exposure, MRI can provide temperature data and is superior to sonography for obese patients \[[@B13-jcm-09-00460]\] as it is not limited by fat tissue \[[@B14-jcm-09-00460]\]. However, MRI is expensive, labor-intensive, and its temporal and spatial effects can lead to underestimation of temperature. MRgFUS is good for measuring the temperature that is temporally generated in the tissue, but not for measuring the tissue mortal thermal dose \[[@B14-jcm-09-00460]\].

4.2. Sonography {#sec4dot2-jcm-09-00460}
---------------

Compared to MRgFUS, ultrasound imaging is more convenient and mechanically compatible, and provides the same form of energy for image guidance as used for therapy. It provides the benefit of verifying the acoustic window with sonography in real time, which means that if the target region is not visualized by ultrasound imaging before and during HIFU therapy, then it is unlikely that HIFU therapy will be effective in that specific region. The ablated target region is not visualized on standard B-mode images unless the gas bubbles produced within the focal zone appear as hyperechoic spots in the image \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. USgFUS is good for pre-procedural positioning of the target tumor, but not for intra-procedural evaluation of therapeutic boundaries \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\].

5. Accessibility of the Tissue to Ultrasound {#sec5-jcm-09-00460}
============================================

There are three different ways to apply HIFU to the human body based on the accessibility of the targeted organ to ultrasound. When the organ is readily accessible, such as the kidney, HIFU is applied through an acoustic window on the skin by external or extracorporeal transducers ([Figure 4](#jcm-09-00460-f004){ref-type="fig"}a). In other cases like prostate cancer, however, a transducer may need to be inserted into the body (transrectal transducer) ([Figure 4](#jcm-09-00460-f004){ref-type="fig"}b). Interstitial probes are being developed for the treatment of biliary ductal and esophageal tumors and are inserted into the body through the mouth and placed close to the tumor ([Figure 4](#jcm-09-00460-f004){ref-type="fig"}c). Because an extracorporeal device is used to distribute the incident energy over a large skin area, the device has a wide aperture and long focal length to decrease the acoustic intensity at the entry site of the wave site to avoid skin burn. The device requires coupling the acoustic energy to the skin surface via a coupling gel or water balloon, with an appropriate window entry site on the skin so that the propagated focused beam is not interrupted by intervening gas.

Transrectal and interstitial transducers usually operate at higher frequencies and lower power so they can be applied from smaller distances to the target area. The devices developed for transrectal use have combined therapy and imaging transducers incorporated into the head of the transducer probe with a fixed but adjustable focal point that can be mechanically moved to treat a larger tissue volume ([Figure 4](#jcm-09-00460-f004){ref-type="fig"}b). Prostate ablation is performed by creating adjacent lesions side by side and the ultrasound power is altered to adjust the lesion length. For thick prostates, deep lesions are achieved either by making lesions in two layers or by using a longer focal length \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. For an interstitial transducer, instead of focusing the probe a plane transducer is usually applied and coagulation of the volume is achieved by rotating the probe \[[@B15-jcm-09-00460]\]. With the probe in place, 360° of rotation can be achieved under fluoroscopic or MRI guidance and then the transducer can be repositioned and another adjacent ring of ablation can be produced. This device can also be used for biliary and esophageal tumors or bloodless partial nephrectomy \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. Interstitial devices can be derived from percutaneous, laparoscopic, or catheter-based ultrasound devices. Catheter-based ultrasound devices can be placed within or adjacent to the target volume directly to treat and coagulate a large volume of the target area, or they can be used as endoluminal and endovascular cardiac devices. The exposure time for catheter-based ultrasound devices is typically 10--30 minutes and the procedure is more invasive compared to external HIFU; however, this method has better energy localization \[[@B16-jcm-09-00460]\]. Catheter-based ultrasound devices are under development for future clinical use for thermal therapy of cancer and benign conditions in the prostate, uterus (fibroids), liver, and bone.

Depending on the geometric size and acoustic parameters of the transducers applied in a HIFU system, the beam size of a −6 dB HIFU system at its focal region is typically 1--3 mm in width and approximately 10 mm in length \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. However, a 1 cm cancerous tumor is detectable and treatable with HIFU. The concern for inhomogeneity of tissue in abdominal-pelvic (such as in uterine fibroids and renal tumors) or transcranial usage that may cause distortion of the focal beam or a drop in focusing ability in deep-seated tissues is solved by application of a phase correction procedure in the HIFU system, as is done with ultrasound imaging systems \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. When a larger volume needs to be targeted for ablation, the transducers applied in the HIFU system are mechanically or electronically moved in discrete steps and fired at each point until the result is a confluent regions of cell killing.

Overall, the therapeutic ultrasound frequency depends on the application-specific treatment depth and the desired rate of heating required for treatment. Higher frequencies have lower penetration depths while lower frequencies have higher penetration depths. Frequencies as low as 0.5 MHz have been used for deep treatments (such as transcranial applications) or high absorption situations and as high as 8 MHz for superficial treatments (including prostate applications) \[[@B17-jcm-09-00460]\]. Frequencies close to 1 MHz have been found to be the most useful for heat deposition \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\].

6. HIFU Analysis {#sec6-jcm-09-00460}
================

6.1. Benefits {#sec6dot1-jcm-09-00460}
-------------

Many benefits justify further exploration of HIFU for additional future clinical applications: HIFU ablation results in reduced toxicity compared with other ablation techniques; it is non-invasive and causes minimal pain; it is a low-cost procedure compared with surgery; less anesthesia involvement and suitable for patients at high surgical risk; it leaves no scars on the patient; lower infection risk; recovery is faster compared with traditional surgery techniques; any bleeding that occurs during the procedure can generally be stopped by ultrasound; it has excellent repeatability as there is no dose limit;, there is no exposure to ionizing radiation due to being guided by MRI or diagnostic ultrasound as opposed to X-ray imaging, precise energy delivery to a targeted point in soft tissue without affecting the skin integrity; system maintenance costs are low; it causes very limited side effects to normal surrounding tissues \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]; patient comfort and safety are maximized; undisturbed real-time visualization can occur during the procedure; and the technique is precise and easy to apply.

6.2. Limitations and Complications {#sec6dot2-jcm-09-00460}
----------------------------------

In terms of limitations, HIFU treatment is sensitive to patient movement, and near-field heating, and the treatment time can be as long as several hours. When an extracorporeal device is used to distribute the incident energy over a large skin area, the device has a wide aperture and long focal length to decrease the acoustic intensity at the wave site to avoid skin burn. However, severe full skin burns following extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) for renal calculi \[[@B18-jcm-09-00460]\] or second-degree burns after shock wave lithotripsy \[[@B19-jcm-09-00460]\] have been reported. Also, some patients face post-procedure side effects, such as pain, vomiting, and wounds on their skin. For targets lying within the breast, abdomen, brain, or limbs, an extracorporeal HIFU device is usually employed. During HIFU applications, undesired tissue injury, unwanted burns, and pain can occur as significant ultrasound energy is delivered to a localized area of tissue \[[@B20-jcm-09-00460]\]. In addition, HIFU can rarely cause vasospasm and hemorrhaging when concomitant cavitation is also generated in the tissue \[[@B21-jcm-09-00460]\], impotence and incontinence during prostate cancer treatment \[[@B22-jcm-09-00460]\], or creation of an atrial-esophageal fistula during atrial fibrillation treatment \[[@B23-jcm-09-00460]\]. Furthermore, fistula formation and rib necrosis with delayed rib fracture \[[@B24-jcm-09-00460]\] are also considered to be serious complications that can occur following hepatic and pancreatic cancer treatment \[[@B20-jcm-09-00460]\].

7. Clinical Applications of HIFU {#sec7-jcm-09-00460}
================================

HIFU has been used to treat a variety of solid malignant and benign tumors. HIFU has the advantage of being completely non-invasive, extracorporeal, and non-ionizing modality compared to conventional cancer treatment methods such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and open surgery. It is also considered as the only non-invasive technique for both primary solid tumors and metastatic disease treatment. Non tumorous conditions such as prostate hypertrophy have also been treated using HIFU technique. Here we discuss the most frequently used clinical applications of HIFU.

7.1. Malignant Tumors {#sec7dot1-jcm-09-00460}
---------------------

### 7.1.1. Liver {#sec7dot1dot1-jcm-09-00460}

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HHC), is one of the most common and often one of the most difficult to treat liver cancer, especially when multicentric. This can make the outcome of surgical resection poor, with high risk of tumor recurrence \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. Extracorporeal HIFU has enabled selective ablation of distributed liver tumor nodules. Wu et al., reported treating 68 malignant liver patients with HIFU tumor therapy device (Model JC, Chongqing Haifu, Chongqing, China), and observing coagulative necrosis and damaged tumor blood vessels, or complete tumor disappearance in the targeted areas \[[@B25-jcm-09-00460]\]. In 30 of the treated patients, formal surgical resection following the HIFU resulted in total tumor ablation \[[@B25-jcm-09-00460]\]. Further application of the HIFU device in a series of 474 \[[@B26-jcm-09-00460]\] and 100 patients \[[@B27-jcm-09-00460]\] indicated symptomatic improvement (pain and lethargy) in 87% of patients \[[@B27-jcm-09-00460]\]. A UK-based study (Royal Marsden Hospital, London, UK) reported HIFU treatment of 69 liver cancer patients without need for local anesthesia or sedation \[[@B28-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU has also been used in combination with other treatment methods, such as transcatheter arterial chemoembolization technique (TACE), with demonstrated longer survival outcomes compared to TACE alone \[[@B29-jcm-09-00460]\]. Overall, HIFU has been clinically demonstrated to prolong survival period and quality of life in liver cancer patients.

### 7.1.2. Breast {#sec7dot1dot2-jcm-09-00460}

HIFU can be an effective nonsurgical technique for breast cancer treatment particularly for high-surgical-risk patients and breast-conservation therapy. This is because of its local tumor necrosis effect, lessened requirement for anesthesia \[[@B30-jcm-09-00460]\], shorter recovery time, lower infection risk, and absence of scar formation or compromised skin integrity \[[@B31-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU has been applied for treating different breast cancers including invasive lobular carcinoma, ductal carcinoma, and mucinous adenocarcinoma \[[@B30-jcm-09-00460],[@B31-jcm-09-00460],[@B32-jcm-09-00460],[@B33-jcm-09-00460],[@B34-jcm-09-00460],[@B35-jcm-09-00460],[@B36-jcm-09-00460],[@B37-jcm-09-00460],[@B38-jcm-09-00460]\] with reported coagulation necrosis rates of 88-100% \[[@B32-jcm-09-00460],[@B33-jcm-09-00460],[@B34-jcm-09-00460],[@B36-jcm-09-00460],[@B37-jcm-09-00460]\] in the treated breast volume. A 5-year follow-up study indicated a disease-free survival rate of 95%, recurrence-free survival rate of 89%, and 90% reduction in tumor size in treated patients \[[@B34-jcm-09-00460]\]. Reported studies have mainly used HIFU Model JC device \[[@B26-jcm-09-00460],[@B32-jcm-09-00460],[@B36-jcm-09-00460]\], ExAblate 2000 unit (InSightec Ltd., Haifa, Israel) \[[@B31-jcm-09-00460],[@B35-jcm-09-00460],[@B37-jcm-09-00460]\], or custom-made HIFU systems \[[@B30-jcm-09-00460],[@B38-jcm-09-00460]\] at frequencies of 1.5 to 1.7 MHz \[[@B30-jcm-09-00460],[@B38-jcm-09-00460]\]. Following HIFU treatments, local mammary edema, minimal to very few skin burns and minor adverse events have been reported in treated patients \[[@B31-jcm-09-00460],[@B33-jcm-09-00460],[@B35-jcm-09-00460],[@B37-jcm-09-00460]\]. The inability to assess the status of treated margins, due to the lack of pathological specimen, and the need for imaging-based post-procedure assessments, rather than conventional histopathology, are current limitations \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. Nevertheless, HIFU treatment can effectively induce tumor destruction and loss of propagation activity in breast tumors \[[@B39-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.1.3. Prostate Cancer {#sec7dot1dot3-jcm-09-00460}

Prostate cancer treatment trials using trans-rectal HIFU has shown promise over the past decade in more than 100 sites across the world (Europe, USA, and Asia). Different studies have reported significant drop in prostate-specific antigen (PSA) (to ≤0.2 ng/mL) and promising survival rate in patients \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460],[@B40-jcm-09-00460],[@B41-jcm-09-00460],[@B42-jcm-09-00460]\]. Follow-up studies 2--5 years post HIFU-treatments indicated stable low-levels of PSA and 60--90% negative biopsy rate \[[@B41-jcm-09-00460],[@B42-jcm-09-00460]\]. Clinical HIFU has increased the control rates for treated prostate cancers from 50% (at 8 months) in the early days \[[@B43-jcm-09-00460]\] to 90% in more recent trials \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460],[@B41-jcm-09-00460],[@B43-jcm-09-00460]\]. In addition to focal HIFU treatments, whole-gland treatments have also been used for prostate cancer ablation with a resultant 17 to 35% decrease in tumor incidence, and \>90% decrease in tumor volume \[[@B44-jcm-09-00460]\]. For advanced prostate cancers, US hyperthermia has been delivered with interstitial/catheter-based ultrasound applicators combined with high dose brachytherapy \[[@B45-jcm-09-00460]\]. The two commercially available therapy systems are Ablatherm® (EDAP-Technomed, Lyon, France) and the Sonablate®500 (Focus Surgery, Indianapolis, IN, USA), which use endorectal probes containing both the therapy transducers and ultrasound imager. The transducer is designed to move longitudinally and rotationally 180° along and around the probe axis, respectively, providing consecutive focal lesions and complete coverage of tumor volume ([Figure 4](#jcm-09-00460-f004){ref-type="fig"}b).

HIFU has been shown to be a safe technique with minimal side effects; however, some uncommonly encountered complications have been reported including urinary retention, infection, incontinence, urethral stenosis, impotence, rectal fistulas, and chronic pain \[[@B46-jcm-09-00460]\], which have higher rates of occurrence in repeated versus single HIFU treatments \[[@B47-jcm-09-00460],[@B48-jcm-09-00460]\]. Transurethral resection of the prostate before HIFU treatment have been reported to mitigate urinary retention \[[@B47-jcm-09-00460],[@B48-jcm-09-00460]\] and significantly reduces indwelling catheter-required time from 40 to 7 days \[[@B41-jcm-09-00460]\]. Overall, HIFU treatment of prostate cancer is a promising method and particularly suitable for obese patients, men over 65 years of age, or those who are not surgical candidates \[[@B49-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.1.4. Kidney {#sec7dot1dot4-jcm-09-00460}

When renal tumors are small in size, non-invasive HIFU ablation therapy is an attractive alternative method compared to total or partial nephrectomy. The few clinical studies that have examined HIFU for ablation of kidney cancer tumors have reported promising outcomes of histology-proven irreversible and homogenous damage of treated areas \[[@B50-jcm-09-00460]\], tumor necrosis 12 days post treatment in 67% of 30 patients \[[@B51-jcm-09-00460]\], tumor shrinkage 6 month following treatment \[[@B51-jcm-09-00460],[@B52-jcm-09-00460]\], and immediate pain relief in 90% of 13 patients \[[@B53-jcm-09-00460]\]. Devices employed for kidney tumor treatments include extracorporeal HIFU devices (JC-Model devices C-Model devices \[[@B51-jcm-09-00460],[@B53-jcm-09-00460]\]), a prototype focused transducer system (Storz Medical, Tägerwilen, Switzerland \[[@B52-jcm-09-00460]\]), and a laparoscopic HIFU system (Sonatherm1 device (Misonix Inc, Farmingdale, NY, USA) \[[@B54-jcm-09-00460]\]. Studies have reported using HIFU at 1--4 MHz frequency both non-invasively guided by imaging transducer \[[@B51-jcm-09-00460]\], invasviely through laparascopic probe to make direct contact with the tumor \[[@B50-jcm-09-00460]\]; procedures performed under general or epidural anesthesia. Although HIFU has been reported to be successful for treatment of lower renal pole tumors \[[@B51-jcm-09-00460],[@B52-jcm-09-00460]\], it may be unsuccessful for tumors located at the upper renal pole due to energy absorption of the beam by interposed ribs \[[@B52-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.1.5. Esophagus {#sec7dot1dot5-jcm-09-00460}

Esophagus cancer is often identified as a small localized intraluminal squamous-cell carcinoma. Common treatment methods involve surgery and chemotherapy with or without radiation therapy. These methods have overall poor outcomes; with 5-year survival rates of 13--18% \[[@B55-jcm-09-00460]\]. Clinical HIFU tretament of esophageal tumor was first reported in 2008 performed on 4 patients \[[@B56-jcm-09-00460]\]. Complete tumor necrosis was seen in one patient, with objective tumor response and significant improvement in dysphagia within 15 days in all patients \[[@B56-jcm-09-00460]\]. The HIFU system used was an axial-rotating, interstitial ultrasound ablator probe enabling sectorial or cylindrical tumor volumes treatment, with a specialized transducer for delivering parallelepiped-shaped, high-intensity beam ([Figure 4](#jcm-09-00460-f004){ref-type="fig"}c); both of which are particularly suitable features for esophageal tumors. The HIFU applicator is inserted and moved down the esophagus using a long flexible shaft, and then inserted inside the tumor for ablation at 10 MHz frequency for 10 seconds; single lesion occurred at 10 mm distance from transducer \[[@B56-jcm-09-00460]\]. Overall, the clinical results indicate the potential efficacy of intraluminal HIFU therapy for local esophageal tumors.

### 7.1.6. Pancreas {#sec7dot1dot6-jcm-09-00460}

Pancreatic cancer is typically detected late with 5-year survival rates of \<5%. While surgery is only a possible option for 20% of patients, HIFU is emerging as a potential treatment technique. HIFU has been increasingly used either alone, in combination with chemotherapy (gemcitabine), or as additional therapy after failure of chemo/radio therapy \[[@B24-jcm-09-00460],[@B57-jcm-09-00460]\]. Results of HIFU treatments have shown encouraging results in pancreatic tumor ablation with tumor size decrease, resolved pain in up to 80% of patients, and average survival rate of 12.5% (ranging from 8 month to \> 3 years) on populations ranging from 30 to 223 patients \[[@B57-jcm-09-00460]\]. Extracorporeal HIFU devices used for pancreatic treatment include ultrasound-guided Model-JC system (HAIFU, Chongqing, China) \[[@B24-jcm-09-00460]\], HIFUNIT-9000 (Shanghai A&S Sci-Tech Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China) \[[@B58-jcm-09-00460]\], and a FEP-BY system (Yuande Biomedical Engineering Limited Corporation, Beijing, China) \[[@B59-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU treatment has been done without anesthesia \[[@B60-jcm-09-00460]\] or with general anesthesia \[[@B61-jcm-09-00460]\] or regional anesthesia \[[@B58-jcm-09-00460]\].

Reports on side effects and complications of the HIFU treatment have been variable. While some studies have reported no complications \[[@B57-jcm-09-00460]\], others have reported subcutaneous fat and vertebral necrosis, pain, transient pancreatitis, pseudocysts, and skin burn in 1.1--71% of patients \[[@B24-jcm-09-00460]\]. One study observed major complications of tumor-duodenal fistulas with severe abdominal pain, duodenal stent, and third-degree skin burn in 3--8.5% of patients and second-degree burn was reported in all treated patients \[[@B24-jcm-09-00460]\]. Overall, HIFU-only treatment has achieved pancreatic tumor average size reduction rate of 50%, and in combination with chemotherapy has achieved overall and partial response rates of 43.6% and 14.6%, respectively \[[@B59-jcm-09-00460],[@B62-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.1.7. Brain {#sec7dot1dot7-jcm-09-00460}

Glioblastoma is the most common malignant tumor of the central nervous system. It is commonly treated with surgical resection and chemo/radiation therapy. Main challenges in management of brain tumor is the diffuse spread of the tumor throughout the brain and inability of chemotherapy regimen to cross blood brain barrier (BBB) \[[@B63-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU, due to its ability to transmit and focus acoustic energy through intact skull and target small areas, has been studied to address these challenges over the past decade with clinical progress mainly in tumor ablation \[[@B64-jcm-09-00460]\]. The first transcranial HIFU surgery on 3 glioblastoma patients showed the feasibility of inducing focal heating in the targeted brain tumor to an overall maximum temperature of 51 °C for 20 seconds sonication time \[[@B64-jcm-09-00460]\]. The patients were treated at acoustic power levels of 800 W (one patient) and 650 W (two patients) \[[@B64-jcm-09-00460]\], which were not enough to achieve brain coagulation and ablation focal thermal threshold of 55 °C \[[@B65-jcm-09-00460]\]. Nevertheless, extrapolation data suggested the feasibility of inducing ablation at 1200 W (55 °C focal peak temperature) without overheating the skull \[[@B64-jcm-09-00460],[@B65-jcm-09-00460]\]. [Figure 5](#jcm-09-00460-f005){ref-type="fig"} shows a model ExAblate Neuro (InSightec, Haifa, Israel) MRgFUS transducer helmet. Some challenges in brain HIFU treatment include the difficulty of mapping temperature variation in the tumor and cavitation induction and hemorrhage of small capillary vessels at high-intensity sonication \[[@B64-jcm-09-00460],[@B65-jcm-09-00460]\]; HIFU intensity above 4400 Wcm-2 for 1 second can seriously effect blood vessels and cause bleeding \[[@B21-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU in immunomodulatory therapy of brain tumor has also been an attractive therapeutic concept. The mechanical cavitation effect of HIFU can induce pro-inflammatory and stress responses, and intra-tumoral immune changes, that when combined with immunotherapy can increase host anti-tumor immune response and overcome glioblastoma multiforme-induced immune evasion \[[@B66-jcm-09-00460]\]. Overall, HIFU appears as a promising technique for brain tumor ablation however further trials are required.

### 7.1.8. Bone {#sec7dot1dot8-jcm-09-00460}

Reports of HIFU used to treat bone include applications for destruction of tumor microvessels and thrombosis to prevent haematogenous tumor cells dissemination \[[@B25-jcm-09-00460]\], pain palliation of metastatic tumors \[[@B67-jcm-09-00460]\], and treatment of primary bone malignancies \[[@B68-jcm-09-00460],[@B69-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU treatment of malignant tumors, either as the sole method or in combination with chemotherapy, in 10--44 patients showed ≤87% survival rate at 10 to 38 months follow-up, complete tumor regression in ≤41.7% of patients, ≥50% tumor volume shrinkage or moderate to partial necrosis/fibrosis in 8.3--33.3% of patients, image-proved inactivation of tumor foci, local tumor reoccurrence or progression in 1--3 patients, complication rate of 18.2%, and metastasis-caused death in 2--5 of stage II and III cancer patients \[[@B69-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU treatment of primary bone tumors indicated complete tumor ablation, partial to moderate response, and progression rate of treated patients. HIFU also successfully reduced metastatic bone pain by 69.5--92% at three months post treatment without delaying any post-operative chemotherapy \[[@B67-jcm-09-00460]\].

Commercially used HIFU systems in the reported studies are ExAblate 2000 (multielement phased-array transducer, 1.0--1.5 MHz frequency) \[[@B67-jcm-09-00460]\] and Model JC unit (13.5 cm focal length and 0.8 MHz transducers) \[[@B68-jcm-09-00460],[@B69-jcm-09-00460]\]. During treatment, patients may require anesthesia \[[@B68-jcm-09-00460],[@B69-jcm-09-00460]\] or conscious sedation \[[@B67-jcm-09-00460]\]. Mild local pain and edema, first- and second-degree burns \[[@B68-jcm-09-00460],[@B69-jcm-09-00460]\], and third-degree burns requiring further surgical interventions, peripheral nerve damage, bone fracture, ligamentous laxity, epiphysiolysis, and secondary infections \[[@B68-jcm-09-00460]\] were reported as complications of treatment cases in several different studies. Overall, HIFU alone or combined with chemotherapy has been shown as a safe and very effective way of treating malignant bone tumors. The limb-salvaging ability of HIFU (preserving good function in the limbs) make HIFU a promising modality both for tumor treatment and beneficial for revascularization and repair of inactivated bones \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. It can also be an alternative non-invasive method for palliation of pain in skeletal metastases with several key advantages over other non-invasive treatment modalities \[[@B58-jcm-09-00460]\]. Given the positive results of initial pilot studies, further study is needed \[[@B70-jcm-09-00460]\].

7.2. Benign Tumors and Conditions {#sec7dot2-jcm-09-00460}
---------------------------------

### 7.2.1. Uterine Fibroids {#sec7dot2dot1-jcm-09-00460}

Uterine fibroids or uterine leiomyomata are benign smooth muscle tumors of the uterus, fallopian tubes, broad ligament, or cervix, affecting about 25% of women \[[@B71-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU is a non-invasive treatment with potential for fertility preservation, and reduced recovery time. Since its approval by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2004, HIFU has been used for treating more than 2000 patients around the world \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460],[@B72-jcm-09-00460]\]. Clinical trials for treating large fibroid volumes with symptomatic uterine fibroids showed a 10-point decrease in symptom severity score in 79% of treated patients \[[@B73-jcm-09-00460]\], with fibroid volume reductions of 31% after 3 months, 13--33% after 6 months \[[@B72-jcm-09-00460],[@B73-jcm-09-00460]\], and 9.3% after 12 months \[[@B74-jcm-09-00460]\]. These results are based on the FDA guideline of treating only 10% of the fibroid volume, 180 minutes treatment time, and serosa-fibroids distance of at least 15 mm \[[@B72-jcm-09-00460]\]. 2.8 years follow-up study of 138 patients treated with HIFU reported additional undertaken treatments for 19 and 23% of patients (mostly in patients \<43 years old) at 36 and 48 months post-treatment, respectively \[[@B75-jcm-09-00460]\].

Commercially available systems used in these studies are ExAblate 2000 (Insightec, Haifa, Israel), a Haifu JM therapeutic system (JM2.5C, Chongqing Haifu Technology Co., Ltd., Chongqing, China), HIFUNIT 9000 (Shanghai Aishen Technology, Shanghai, China), and a custom made mobile HIFU unit (Storz Medical AG, Kreuzlingen, Switzerland). HIFU treatment of large fibroids; \~4 cm in dameter, \>45 cm^3^ volume, in less than 15 min has also been demonstrated on excised tumors using an inserted interstitial ultrasound ablator \[[@B76-jcm-09-00460]\]. The HIFU devices are flexible to be directed towards the fibroid tumore while adjacent sensitive strucutres of bowel, skin, and sacral nerve can be spared from acoustic beam exposure \[[@B72-jcm-09-00460]\]. Although clinical outcomes of HIFU is mainly estimated based on questionnaires, long-term follow-ups on fibroid volume reduction, symptom relief, and treated-area apparent diffusion coefficient; a measure of the magnitude of water molecules diffusion within the tissue, remaine to be determind \[[@B75-jcm-09-00460]\]. Overall, HIFU ablation appears to be an effective and safe treatment for symptomatic fibroids particularly for patients unresponsive to medical treamtnets \[[@B77-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.2.2. Breast {#sec7dot2dot2-jcm-09-00460}

Fibroadenomata (FAD) are benign breast lesions typically removed surgically. In addition to conventional surgical removal of the lump or vacuum-assisted mammotomy, other techniques such as HIFU, cryo- or laser ablation have also been used. A comprehensive review of these techniques by Peek et al. indicated that all these ablative techniques are minimally invasive and promising for FAD treatment \[[@B78-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.2.3. Brain Disorders {#sec7dot2dot3-jcm-09-00460}

The ability to focus and target the US beam through the intact skull to areas as small as a couple of millimetres has been a considerable milestone in enabling precise, local ablation of intracranial brain tissue to overcome certain brain disorders \[[@B63-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU has been investigated for treating different brain disorders including movement disorders (essential tremor; ET) \[[@B79-jcm-09-00460],[@B80-jcm-09-00460]\], Parkinson's disease (PD) and Alzheimer's disease (AD) \[[@B81-jcm-09-00460]\], depression/anxiety and pain syndromes-186 \[[@B82-jcm-09-00460],[@B83-jcm-09-00460]\] \[[@B84-jcm-09-00460]\], epilepsy, thrombolysis/intracerebral hemorrhage (188,189) \[[@B82-jcm-09-00460],[@B85-jcm-09-00460],[@B86-jcm-09-00460],[@B87-jcm-09-00460]\], and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) diversion \[[@B88-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.2.4. Essential Tremor {#sec7dot2dot4-jcm-09-00460}

Essential tremor (ET) is a movement disorder affects the upper extremities and dominant arm. When severe it is often managed by surgical disruption of the ventral intermediate nucleus of the thalamus; achieved by insertion of the invasive probe and radio frequency (RF) thalamotomy at 75--80 °C or by deep stimulation of the brain that may cause infection and/or hemorrhage \[[@B63-jcm-09-00460]\]. Recent HIFU treatment trials on medically refractory ET patients (4--15 patients) indicated successful thermal ablation of the thalamic target, immediate tremor improvement, 75--89.4% tremor reduction at 1, 3, 6 and 12 months follow-ups, 40% reduction in secondary functional impairment, and gradual evolution of lesions at 1 week and 1 to 3 months follow-ups \[[@B79-jcm-09-00460],[@B80-jcm-09-00460],[@B89-jcm-09-00460]\]. Post HIFU treatment, some adverse effects have been observed in the patients including paraesthesia (in 25--27% of patients), transient sensory, cerebellar, motor, speech abnormalities, mild post-operative balance issues, and development of deep vein thrombosis; however, no serious adverse event have been reported \[[@B79-jcm-09-00460],[@B80-jcm-09-00460],[@B89-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.2.5. Parkinson's Disease {#sec7dot2dot5-jcm-09-00460}

Parkinson disease is characterized by progressive degeneration of motor neurons. Disruption of key motor nuclei can lead to significant improvement in motor symptoms \[[@B90-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU can be a potential non-surgical thermal ablation technique for treating Parkinson's disease through deep targeting and thermocoagulation of pallidothalamic tract \[[@B63-jcm-09-00460]\]. The first clinical study of this application reported treating 13 chronic and therapy-resistant patients by applying HIFU and stepwise increase of target temperature up to 52--59 °C; 54 °C required for 100% necrosis) \[[@B91-jcm-09-00460]\]. The results indicated higher primary relief; 60.9 versus 7.6%, larger thermocoagulation volumes; 172 versus 83 mm3, and higher global symptom relief at 3-month follow-up; 56.7 versus 22.5%, in group 2 patients compared to group 1, respectively \[[@B91-jcm-09-00460]\]. The results showed no sign of thermal lesion in the follow-up images, no procedure- or device-related neurological side effects, and reported targeting accuracy of \<1 mm that demonstrate feasibility \[[@B91-jcm-09-00460]\], safety and accuracy of the HIFU pallidothalamic tractotomy.

### 7.2.6. Chronic and Non-Malignant Pain {#sec7dot2dot6-jcm-09-00460}

Central- and peripheral-type pain syndromes are challenging conditions to treat especially when common pharmacological medications are ineffective. Destructive procedures can be used to ablate the sensory or affective components; brain and spinal cord in central- and nerves or nerve bundles in periphery-type chronic pain cases \[[@B92-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU has been tested for targeting posterior thalamic central lateral nucleus in neuropathic patients and the results indicated 30 to 100% pain relief in 48 hours or at 3 and 12 months post treatment and lesion size of 3--5 mm \[[@B83-jcm-09-00460],[@B84-jcm-09-00460]\]. Potential safety issues reported include small hemorrhage or bleeding complications in the motor thalamus area, possibly caused by cavitation or sonication temperature. These may be avoided by detection of cavitation and the maintenance of sonication temperatures below 60 °C \[[@B84-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.2.7. Benign Prostate Conditions {#sec7dot2dot7-jcm-09-00460}

HIFU treatment of benign prostate conditions presents different problems compared to malignant prostate cancer, since prostate cancer is generally a multi-focal disease. Whole gland HIFU ablation has been more successful in benign tumors \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\]. Prostatic hyperplasia has been treated successfully with HIFU by making irreversible lesions in the prostate tissue without any rectal wall damage \[[@B93-jcm-09-00460]\]. However, the long-term outcomes post trans-rectal HIFU therapy were not encouraging \[[@B94-jcm-09-00460]\].

### 7.2.8. Thyroid {#sec7dot2dot8-jcm-09-00460}

Thyroid nodules have been treated using a variety of different techniques, with surgery still the most common and effective approach. This involves risks and complications of hypocalcemia, transient or permanent recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy, bleeding, postoperative infections \[[@B95-jcm-09-00460]\]. Recently, efficacy of HIFU has been successfully demonstrated for ablation of solid and complex thyroid nodules \[[@B96-jcm-09-00460],[@B97-jcm-09-00460],[@B98-jcm-09-00460]\]. Positive results reported maximum shrinkage with up to 50% reduction in nodule volume at 12 months post-treatment without any change in thyroid function \[[@B96-jcm-09-00460],[@B99-jcm-09-00460],[@B100-jcm-09-00460],[@B101-jcm-09-00460]\] \[[@B102-jcm-09-00460]\]. No major complication or significant collateral damage to neighboring tissues was reported \[[@B103-jcm-09-00460]\]. Reported complications include pain during the procedure, spreading pain toward the neck, scapula, trapezius muscle, or arm \[[@B98-jcm-09-00460]\], mild skin redness, subcutaneous edema \[[@B96-jcm-09-00460],[@B97-jcm-09-00460],[@B98-jcm-09-00460]\], transient vocal cord palsy, and Horner syndrome \[[@B99-jcm-09-00460]\] all of which were not serious and usually disappeared spontaneously within a few days after the treatment \[[@B101-jcm-09-00460]\]. While HIFU is considered an effective technique for thyroid nodule ablation, more studies and data are still required.

### 7.2.9. Brain {#sec7dot2dot9-jcm-09-00460}

The main HIFU device used to deliver medication into human brain for a wide variety of brain diseases and also for scalpel-free surgery of brain tumour is the ExAblate Neuro (InSightec, Haifa, Israel), which consists of a spherical, phased array, multi-element (1000 transducers) helmet that is computer controlled for wave front distortion compensation ([Figure 6](#jcm-09-00460-f006){ref-type="fig"}). Patients usually undergo local anaesthesia for the procedure \[[@B63-jcm-09-00460]\]. The following sections discuss diseases with reported human trials.

### 7.2.10. Imaging Guided HIFU {#sec7dot2dot10-jcm-09-00460}

Diagnostic imaging systems have been used along with HIFU devices to provide improved safety, therapy navigation, and provide assessment of vascularity or ablation quality during or after treatments. The main reported imaging methods are ultrasound guided FUS (USgFUS) \[[@B24-jcm-09-00460],[@B59-jcm-09-00460],[@B62-jcm-09-00460],[@B104-jcm-09-00460]\] 868585 and magnetic resonance guided FUS (MRgFUS) \[[@B105-jcm-09-00460]\]. Depending on the specific application, imaging and HIFU applicator systems can be physically integrated or separated. Systems such as ExAblate 2000 unite are integrated with MRI and provides planning and real-time thermal mapping and monitoring. This system has been mainly used for brain tumor applications due to the high sensitivity of the target tissue and the need for high precision and effective treatment \[[@B84-jcm-09-00460]\]. MRgUS is suggested to be superior to USgFU with respect to feasibility and efficiency, and the capability to detect deep lesions in the body and to monitor temperature elevation in the treated tissue \[[@B106-jcm-09-00460]\].

8. Potential Upcoming HIFU Clinical Applications and Techniques {#sec8-jcm-09-00460}
===============================================================

8.1. Vessel Blockage by HIFU {#sec8dot1-jcm-09-00460}
----------------------------

HIFU is emerging as a potential technique for occluding blood vessels in different diseases or conditions such as in arteriovenous malformations to control hemorrhage or in shrinking a solid tumor by blocking/interrupting its blood supply \[[@B107-jcm-09-00460]\]. Further studies/data are required to characterize the HIFU intensity and blood vessel diameter/flow velocity relationship required for successful flow occlusion, and assess its possible long-term adverse effects \[[@B9-jcm-09-00460]\].

8.2. Blood-Brain Barrier Disruption {#sec8dot2-jcm-09-00460}
-----------------------------------

The mechanical disruption ability of HIFU, mediated by cavitation, makes it an attractive technique to locally open the blood brain barrier (BBB); Cavitation bubble-induced BBB disruption can be performed either by very high HIFU exposure, which may cause blood vessel rupture or occlusion \[[@B21-jcm-09-00460]\], or more efficiently by using HIFU+injected microbubbles (ultrasonographic (US) contrast agent) \[[@B108-jcm-09-00460]\]. The later approach can concentrate energy, mediate bioeffects, and open up the BBB within seconds at HIFU power of \<0.1% of that required thermal coagulation \[[@B108-jcm-09-00460]\]. Preclinical studies have shown proof-of-concept results generating brief BBB disruption and allowing safe delivery of significant complex and large biologic agents into brain tissue \[[@B109-jcm-09-00460],[@B110-jcm-09-00460]\] The generated opening is generally healed within 6--24 h post-treatment \[[@B111-jcm-09-00460]\]. HIFU BBB disruption trials for human brain tumor treatment are underway at the University of Toronto \[[@B63-jcm-09-00460]\].

8.3. Stroke and Thrombolysis {#sec8dot3-jcm-09-00460}
----------------------------

Intracerebral hemorrhage is currently treated with thrombolytics and surgery. HIFU offers the capability to liquefy blood for facilitated aspiration, which can help decrease clot burden and mass effect to avoid craniotomy \[[@B63-jcm-09-00460]\]. Blood clot lysis can be sufficiently achieved through inertial cavitation effect of high-power HIFU with no need for injecting microbubbles \[[@B63-jcm-09-00460]\]; \>90% intracerebral hemorrhage clot liquefaction within seconds \[[@B82-jcm-09-00460],[@B85-jcm-09-00460],[@B86-jcm-09-00460],[@B87-jcm-09-00460]\]. Bonow et al \[[@B112-jcm-09-00460]\] has recently hypothesized that transcranial HIFU may have the ability to induce therapeutic cerebral vasodilation and, as a result, may one day be used for treatment of patients with subarachnoid hemorrhage. Furthermore, HIFU appears as a potential technique for clinical treatment of other cerebral ischemic disorders, cerebral vasospasm and other cerebrovascular diseases \[[@B112-jcm-09-00460]\].

8.4. Abscesses {#sec8dot4-jcm-09-00460}
--------------

Abscesses especially when caused by methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) bacteria may be difficult to treat. A recent feasibility study applied HIFU, at two focal temperatures of 52 and 64 °C, on targeted MRSA-induced abscesses in mice. Post HIFU ablation of 64 °C, significant reduction in bacterial load and abscess external size was observed at day 4 and 10, respectively \[[@B113-jcm-09-00460]\]. No side effect of local neutrophil recruitment, systematic inflammatory response, or open wounds was reported, which indicates the promise of HIFU technique for treatment of localized MRSA-related infections. Extended trials on patients are still needed.

8.5. Emerging Focused Ultrasound Techniques {#sec8dot5-jcm-09-00460}
-------------------------------------------

Integrating focused ultrasound with different existing therapeutic technologies can improve clinical outcomes. [Figure 7](#jcm-09-00460-f007){ref-type="fig"} shows schematic of different ways that drug delivery can be enhanced using ultrasound-microbubble techniques. The advantage of ultrasound-microbubble techniques over other techniques such as nanoparticle or liposome delivery systems is the ability for precise external control \[[@B20-jcm-09-00460]\]

Enhanced skin permeabilization using this technique may replace multiple needle use for medicines such as heparin and insulin or enable diffusion of large molecules (\>500 Da) through stratum corneum \[[@B114-jcm-09-00460],[@B115-jcm-09-00460]\]. Focused ultrasound-mediated gene therapy is also a potential application under extensive study \[[@B116-jcm-09-00460]\]. Magnetic resonance-guided focused ultrasound thalamotomy for treatment of ET is another emerging, minimally invasive thermoablation technique for medically refractory ET. MRgFUS thalamotomy leads to sustained tremor reduction for medically refractory ET in the long term \[[@B117-jcm-09-00460]\]. MRgFUS thalamotomy to relieve medication-resistant tremor has been reported as a safe and effective technique in patients with ET, PD, and ET-PD (patients with ET who developed PD in many years later \[[@B118-jcm-09-00460],[@B119-jcm-09-00460]\]. Application of HIFU for neuromodulation has become one of the fastest-growing areas in neuroscience and a new frontier for mental health treatment \[[@B120-jcm-09-00460]\]. Potential usefulness of MRgFUS for obsessive compulsive disorders \[[@B121-jcm-09-00460]\], depression, schizophrenia and anorexia nervosa.

9. Conclusions {#sec9-jcm-09-00460}
==============

Both thermal and non-thermal (cavitation) effects play a very important role in all therapeutic applications of ultrasound. The side effects of these two mechanisms of action can be injurious biologically and are therefore avoided in diagnostic applications of ultrasound but can be beneficial in therapeutic applications. The ability to focus the ultrasound beam to a small area a couple of millimeters in size enhances both the thermal and non-thermal effects of ultrasound and results in ablation and necrosis of cells at the applied focal point. This makes ultrasound an excellent non-invasive therapeutic ablation technique for deep-seated targets within the body. HIFU therapy provides a less invasive approach to cancer therapy that minimizes discomfort to the patient and length of hospital stay. Initial studies have demonstrated HIFU to be generally safe and clinically effective and to have high potential clinical acceptance. However, HIFU is still in its infancy and further studies are necessary (especially in the field of oncology and the brain) regarding the long-term medical benefits, technical considerations, and treatment delivery before transition to more widespread use. The range of HIFU applications may expand in the future with improved imaging. MRgFUS is one of the most successful imaging guide approaches. However, there is a need for additional studies with longer-term follow-up.
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![Overview schematic of high-intensity focused ultrasound for tumor therapy.](jcm-09-00460-g001){#jcm-09-00460-f001}

![(**a**) Schematic of a concave focusing transducer and (**b**) an arranged multiple piston transducer or the atruncated surface of a spherical bowl (**c**) fully populated phased array.](jcm-09-00460-g002){#jcm-09-00460-f002}

![Schematic of (**a**) the structure of an extracorporeal high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) transducer, including both imaging and therapy probes, depicting an ultrasound-guided technique on a patient and (**b**) magnetic resonance-guided extracorporeal focused ultrasound system treatment technique.](jcm-09-00460-g003){#jcm-09-00460-f003}

![Schematic of high-intensity focused ultrasound applications in (**a**) lithotripsy; with an extracorporeal ultrasound transducer (**b**) prostate cancer; with a typical transrectal ultrasound transducer for prostate cancer treatment with both therapy and imaging transducers incorporated into the head of the transducer probe (**c**) and esophageal cancer; the front and side view of the head of the interstitial transducer used for the treatment of esophageal tumors.](jcm-09-00460-g004){#jcm-09-00460-f004}

![An ExAblate Neuro (InSightec, Haifa, Israel) MRgFUS transducer helmet on an MRI table (located at Sunnybrook hospital, Toronto, Canada).](jcm-09-00460-g005){#jcm-09-00460-f005}

![(**a**) The patient lies on the MRI bed and the head is placed inside the phased-array ultrasound transducer helmet. (**b**) The patient's head is covered with a flexible silicon membrane that is sealed to outer face of the ultrasound transducer helmet. Degassed and chilled water is circulated in the volume between the patient's head and the transducer to cool down the surface temperature and avoid damage. This water is also used to fill the space between the patient's head and the transducers to keep the skull bone temperature within a safe range.](jcm-09-00460-g006){#jcm-09-00460-f006}

![Schematic of different ways of drug delivery utilizing microbubbles. (**a**) Free drug particles (yellow circles) are circulated along with ultrasound microbubbles (grey circles) in vessels, and the effect of ultrasound on growth and burst of microbubbles results in extravasation of drug into adjacent soft tissues. (**b**) Drugs encapsulated inside microbubbles are circulated in the vasculature and microbubbles are ruptured by ultrasound and the transported substances are released into the surrounding targeted tissue. (**c**) Drugs loaded on the external membrane of microbubbles, freely circulated in vessels and then ruptured by ultrasound with the drug being released into the target.](jcm-09-00460-g007){#jcm-09-00460-f007}
